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homage to guru shakyamuni

  

 
In the Samadhiraja Sutra, it is said:




And also:

Thus, it is said.
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While bringing to mind the fact that all phenomena appear yet are
without self-nature, engage in the yoga that commemorates our
matchless Teacher, Lord of the Sages. First go for refuge, develop
bodhichitta and cultivate the Four Immeasurables.

[refuge & arousing bodhichitta]
insert #1





[Repeat three times:]

Sang-gyé chödang tsokyi choknam la
Jangchub bardu dakni kyabsu chi
Dak-gyi jinsok gyépé sönam kyi
Drola penchir sang-gyé drubpar sho
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AH

[Repeat three times:]

Semchen tamché déwa dang déwé gyudang denpar gyur
chik;
Dukngal dang dukngal kyi gyudang drelwar gyur chik;
Dukngal mépé déwa dampa dangmi drelwar gyur chik;
Nyéring chakdang nyidang drelwé tang-nyom chenpo la
népar gyurchik.

[the visualization]

 
While bearing in mind the fact that all perceptible phenomena lack
inherent existence, (say):
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Kyémé tongpa nyidang tenjung gyi
Nangwa gakmé zungjug gyumé tsül
Rangdün namkhar chötrin gyamtso'i ü
Rinchen sengtri pényi dawé teng
Tönpa tsüngmé shakya sengé ni
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Sergyi dokchen tsendang péché den
Chögö sumsol dorjé kyiltrung zhuk
Chak-yé sanön chagya lékyang shing
Chag-yön nyam-zhak dudtsi lhungzé nam
Sergyi ritar ziji palbar wa
Yeshé özer trawé kha-ying khyab






Nyéwé ségyé néten chudruk sok
Paktsok gyamtsö'i khorgyi yongkor zhing
Drenpa tsamgyi si zhi'i ta-nyi lé
Namdröl déwa chog-gi paltsöl wa
Kyabkün düpé daknyi chenpor sal
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Visualize the Buddha's form in this way; the very moment that you think
He is seated there in person, He definitely will settle wherever He is
envisioned because the timeless wisdom body of the Buddha is not
governed by any direction, time or distance whatsoever.

 

From a sutra:

Thus, it is said.
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Furthermore, the fundamental merit accumulated due to envisioning
the Buddha is inexhaustible and never wasted. In the Avatamsaka
Sutra, it is said:

 


 
Thus, it is said.
Whatever aspirations are made in front of Him will be accomplished
accordingly. In the Manjushri Ksetravyuha, it is said:

Develop a firm conviction in the principles of these statements, [and
begin with:]



Nyingjé chenpö tsöden nyikmé zhing
Zungné mönlam chenpo nga-gya tab
Pékar tar-ngag tsentö chirmi dok
Tönpa tukjé chenla chaktsal lo

[offerings:]

 

Dagzhen gosum gétsok longchö ché
Künzang chöpé trindu mikné bul

[homage:]
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[confession:]
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Tokmé nésak diktung malü pa
Nyingné gyöpa drakpö sosor shak

[rejoicing:]

 

Pakdang soso'i kyéwo’i géwa ni
Dusum sakla jésu yirang ngo

[requesting teachings:]



Zabching gyaché chökyi khorlo’i tsül
Chokchur gyünmi chépar kordu söl

[a prayer to remain:]

 
 


Khyöni namkha tabu’i yeshé ku
Dusum pogyür mépar zhukmö kyi
Dulché nang-ngor kyéjig tsültön kyang
Trulpé zuk-nyen taktu nangwar dzö

[the dedication:]


 


Dakgi dusum sakpé gétsok kyi
Khakhyab drowa künla penlé du
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Chökyi gyalpo takdu nyéché ching
Chöjé gyalwé gopang tobpar sho


Déchir kyabchok tsungmé chikpu ru
Yi-ché dépé nyingné soldeb na
Ngönkyi damcha chenpo ma-nyel war
Jangchub bardu tukjé jédzin dzö

[the invocation:]

 


 

Dakchak nyigmé drowa gönmé nam
Tukjé lhagpar zungwé kadrin lé
Zhingdang dudir rinchen namsum kyi
Nangwa jinyé khyékyi trinlé nyi
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[recitation of the Buddha's name]
 

Thus, with an intensely devout conviction, one-pointedly visualize the
Teacher's form believing that He is actually present. [Recite the
following as many times as you can]:




Lama tönpa chomden dé dézhin shekpa drachom pa
Yang dakpar dzogpé sang-gyé pal gyalwa shakya tubpa la
chak tsal lo. Chö do. Kyabsu chio.
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[recitation of the mantra]


Tonpé kulé yeshé kyi özer na tsokpé nangwa chenpö dag
dang semchen tamché kyi dribpa tamché sel zhing,
Tekpa chenpo’i lamkyi yönten tsul zhindu kyété chir mi
dokpé sa nönpar (gyur).

As the means to invoke the (Buddha’s) mind-stream, recite the dharani
mantra from the “Prajnaparamita in a Few Words” as much as you can:

+H-  
TEDYATA
OM MUNI MUNI MAHA MUNA YÉ SOHA


Then, beginning with "OM", (omitting "tedyata"), recite this same
mantra as many times as you can.

 

These occasions of recalling the Teacher’s qualities while concentrating,
one-pointedly and devoutly, on His vividly visualized form, uttering His
names and reciting His mantra will result in:
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Accordingly, endeavor as much as you can in this practice.

 30=-



Between sessions, render offerings such as mandalas. Read, to the best
of your ability, any sutras that you wish, such as The Praises of the
Buddha, Karunapundarika, Lalitavistara, various accounts of the
Buddha's previous lives, and the Hundred and Eight Names of the
Tathagatas. Dedicate the roots of virtue to unsurpassable
enlightenment and seal this with aspiration prayers.

[dedication of merit]
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Géwa di-yi nyürdu dak
Dzokpé sang-gyé drubgyur né
Drowa cig-kyang malü pa
Dé-yi sala göpar sho


 

In general, at every occasion — whether walking, moving around,
sleeping or sitting — we should remember our Teacher (the
Buddha) without ever forgetting him.
Even at night, we should fall sleep with the impression that, due
to the actual presence of our Teacher's form, all-encompassing
luminosity manifests as bright as daylight.
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Just as our Teacher, himself, has done in the past, we should
cultivate the mind set upon supreme enlightenment, without
interruption. Emulating the life-stories of all the Buddhas and
Mahabodhisattvas of the Three Times, we should train, without
neglect, in our commitment to the precious enlightened attitude
and in the behavior of a bodhisattva, in general. More specifically,
we should strive, to the best of our ability, in the practices of
tranquility and insight. In this way, our attainment of a precious
human rebirth will become meaningful.




 

In numerous sutras, it is said that, through merely hearing the
name of our Teacher (the Buddha), we will become increasingly
unswerving from the path of great enlightenment. In the "Sutra
of Prajnaparamita in a Few Words," it is said that the abovementioned mantra is the source of all the Enlightened Ones.
Based on the power of this mantra, the King of the Shakyas,
himself, achieved enlightenment and Avalokitesvara became
foremost among the Bodhisattvas.
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Just by hearing this mantra, we will gain immense merit, without
hardship, and purify all our karmic obscurations. If we practice
the mantra, obscurations and negative forces will no longer arise.
Other canonical scriptures mention the immeasurable virtues of
this mantra. For example, by reciting the mantra just once, we
will purify all the negative karma accumulated for
80,000,000,000 kalpas. It is said to be the sacred essence of the
Thus-gone One, Shakyamuni.

Colophon
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It occurred to me to write this sadhana when Won Orgyen Tenzin
Norbu, who holds the treasure of the three trainings, made
auspicious offerings and urged me to do so. Then recently, the
same Won Rinpoche sent Tulku Jigme Pema Dechen with
auspicious offerings, such as gold, saying "Please finish it
quickly!" So, at the request of these two holy men, I, Mipham
Jamyang Gyatso, a follower of Shakyamuni bearing merely the
name of a Dharma teacher in this final age, having gained
unchangeable faith in the sublime Teacher, completed it at
Phuntsok Norbu Ling below Mount Dza Dorje Penchuk on the
eighth day of the Great Miracles month in the Year of the Iron Rat
[1899].
May it be of continual and sublime benefit to the doctrine and
beings; may the incomparable blessings of the Teacher Munindra
truly enter the being of all who see, hear, remember or touch this
sadhana.

yY yY yY
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